ETHIRAJ NCC COMPANY 2019-2020:

The Ethiraj NCC Company strives for the integrity amongst the youth of the nation. In addition to its prominent role in instilling social values in cadets, its agenda also includes shaping cadets into dynamic and responsible citizens of our country. It has further incited them to be socially sensitive towards the welfare and betterment of the environment and the society we live in. The year began with the orientation for the fresher’s.

National Achievements:

- **L/CPL ANUSREE S** II B.SC PHYSICS, **L/CPL C SNEHA** II B.SC PHYSICS and **L/CPL INDHU NISHALINI** II BA ECONOMICS were part of Tamil Nadu, Puducherry and Andaman Nicobar (TNP/AN) NCC Directorate’s Republic Day Camp (RDC) 2020 held at New Delhi from 1 Jan 2020 to 30 Jan 2020. All the three cadets were Youth Exchange Program Nominees. **L/CPL ANUSREE S** took part in **ALL INDIA CULTURALS**, **L/CPL C SNEHA** was the **RESERVE BEST CADET** and part of Cultural team and **L/CPL INDHU NISHALINI** was part of prestigious RAJPATH contingent 2020.

- **L/CPL VANDANA KUMARI GUPTA**, II B.SC MATHEMATICS, represented MADRAS Group “A” in the RDC Inter Group Competition, 2019. She took part in Contingent Drill and Flag Area and further made it to RDC Training Camp 1.

- **L/CPL MONIKA**, II B.SC NUTRITION and DIETETICS represented MADRAS Group “A” in the Thal Sainik Inter Group Competition, 2019 held at MADURAI.

- **CUO M. Mohanapriya** III year B.A English and Communication Skills was selected for Inter Group Shooting Competition representing Madras Group ‘A’ held at Erode on 3rd June 2019 to 12th June 2019.
• **SUO M Hiranmayi** III year B.Sc.Mathematics, **CUO R N Sandhya** III year B.A English, **SGT J Sameera Jumani** III year B.B.A and **CDT D Kezia Thresa** III year B.A English attended **ALL INDIA NILGIRIS Trekking Camp** held at Nilgiris, Ooty from 27th April to 4th May 2019.

• **CDT M.HIRANMAYI**, II B.SC.MATHEMATICS (SS) and **CDT M.MOHANA PRIYA**, II B.A.ENGLISH (SS) were selected to attend **TNP/AN RDC 2019** held at New Delhi from 1 Jan 2019 to 30 Jan 2019. They were part of Cultural team and PM’s Rally & Flag area respectively.

• **CDT R.N.SANDHYA**, II BA ENGLISH (SS) represented **MADRAS Group “A”** in the **RDC Inter Group Competition, 2018** and further made it to **RDC Training Camp 2**.

• **CUO E Revathi** III year B.Sc.Mathematics with Computer Application was selected for the **Advanced Leadership Camp** representing **TN,P&AN NCC Dte** conducted by NCC GP HQ, Agra.

• **SGT KK Archanaa** III year B.A English Literature represented **TN,P&AN NCC Dte** in the **Army Attachment Camp** held at **Secunderabad, Telangana** from 29th September 2019 to 13th October 2019. The Cadets are trained in the military tactics including day/night warfare and also get familiar with the weaponry.

• **CUO K.SRI VIVEKA** III B.A. TTM was selected among the 6 cadets from **Madras ‘A’ Group** for the **Advance Leadership Camp, 2018** held at **AGRA**.

• **CDT K.K.ARCHANAA** II B.A.ENGLISH (SS), **CDT KEZIA THRESA** II B.A.ENGLISH (SS) and **CDT E.REVATHY** II B.SC. MATHEMATICS (SS) took part in **Basic Leadership Camp** held at **Kumbakonam** from 28 June to 07 July 2018.
CUO N.JOTHI LAKSHMI III B.A. ECONOMICS, CDT C.MEGHA II B.A.ENGLISH (SS) and CDT T.DEVAYANI II B.A.ENGLISH (SS) were selected to represent Madras ‘A’ Group in the Independence Day Celebration held at Marina Beach on 15th August 2018.

CQMS DEVA SAGAYA MARY L III B.SC.BIOCHEMISTRY (SS), CDT C.MEGHA II B.A.ENGLISH (SS) and CDT K.K.ARCHANAA II B.A.ENGLISH (SS) were selected to attend Marina Republic Day Camp, 2019 held at Sathyabama College.

INTER COLLEGIATE EVENTS:

1) CADO FIESTA, 2020:
   a. CDT NIKKITHA S, I BA BUSINESS ECONOMICS (SS) bagged GOLD in FIRING.
   b. CDT TEENU B, I B.SC PSYCHOLOGY (SS) won BRONZE in INDIVIDUAL DRILL (ID).
2) CADO FEST, 2020:
   a. CDT SMRITI K A, I B.SC AZB won SILVER in the BEST CADET (BC) event.
   b. Our College Placed THIRD in CONTINGENT DRILL and NIAP.
   c. L/CPL INDHU NISHALINI, II BA ECONOMICS won GOLD in GK, GSK event.
3) CADO GURU, 2020:
   a. CDT NIKKITHA S, I BA BUSINESS ECONOMICS (SS) and CDT HEMAMALINI S, I B.SC CHEMISTRY won SILVER in CROSS COUNTRY.
   b. Our college placed SECOND in GROUP DANCE and GROUP SONG and Won GOLD in FLAG AREA.

ALL MARTYR’S DAY CELEBRATION – 2018:

At a solemn ceremony conducted by the NCC cadets, under the guidance of Capt. R Shanthini, Associate NCC Officer of the Ethiraj College for Women, Chennai, the Rotary Club of Madras bay city in association with the Rotary Club of Madras Central Adithya, Anna Nagar Adithya, IT City, Numgambakkam, East Raja Annamalaipuram and serenity, led a five hundred strong gathering in paying homage to the martyrs of uniformed services of Independent India. Prominent among the participants were Rear Admiral Alok Bhatnagar, Flag Officer commanding Tamilnadu and puducherry Area, Commodore Vijesh Kumar Garg, Deputy director General of NCC Directorate, Lieutenant General CA Krishnan, member, armed forces tribunal Chennai regional
bench, Babu Peram, district governor, RI District 3232 and audience were a large number of armed forces veterans, more than three hundred Cadets, and a large number of rotractors, the youth of rotary international.

**DAKSHA’19**

Daksha is an intra-collegiate competition which was held on 10th and 11th of January 2020 for first year cadets. Various events such as Contingent Drill, Cross Country, Obstacles, Individual Drill, Tent Pitching, Map Reading, Written test, Group Discussions, Personal Interview and Cultural events which include Group Dance, Group Song and NIAP were organized. Cadets were evaluated by our Associate NCC officer Cpt. R. Shanthini and Lt.Col. Bhavani, who is also an alumnus of our college NCC. This competition aims to provide a platform for first year cadets to showcase their talents, inculcate competitive spirit and an exposure to camp life.

**SOCIAL SERVICE EVENTS:**

**OLD AGE HOME**
Our NCC Cadets visited an old age home in Old Washermanpet, Chennai on 17th January, 2020 to rekindle the festive spirits among the residents on the occasion of Kanum Pongal. The residents participated enthusiastically in the games and the cultural programs that were conducted. They also shared their insightful experiences with the cadets. The cadets distributed sweets and snacks to celebrate the occasion.

OTA WALL PAINTING

The Officer's Training Academy of Chennai provided an opportunity to our NCC cadets for painting the polo pit. It was an activity of three continuous days 8th to 10th February 2020, where the cadets also got to interact with the officials there and learn about the training given to the cadets in the academy. The cadets also got to see how well the horses were trained. All of the participants received certificates of appreciation from the OTA after the event. The overall experience was thoroughly informative and highly overwhelming.

GROWING WITH CHILDREN

‘Growing with children' was an initiative taken with Kendriya Vidyalaya School, Adyar, Chennai. It aimed to create awareness about cleanliness, deforestation and afforestation, and recycling of plastics in children. The
cadets had an interactive and informative discussion with 4th and 5th grade students. Many students eagerly participated with interesting information, and made it a memorable event.
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**Park Cleaning:**

Maintaining our surroundings and environment clean is one of the basic and important initiatives to be taken. Our NCC cadets took an initiative to clean the **May Day Park** on 16th December 2019 and segregated the waste into biodegradable and non-biodegradable properties. It is observed that the amount of plastic usage was in abundance and hence was sent to recycling.
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